
 
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
Dr. Bernd Reiter Addresses the 2020 Political Crisis 
Releasing New Book “Legal Duty and Upper Limits”  
Global author, educator and scholar Dr. Reiter releases a new book that 
offers innovative solutions to our democratic, economic, and ecological crises. 

 
 
(November 11, 2020) – Today, Dr. Bernd Reiter announces the book release of 
Legal Duty and Upper Limits: How to Save Our Democracy and Planet 
From the Rich available on Amazon. With the dire 2020 Presidential 
Election ranging from conflicting parties, to days of counting millions of 
ballots, Dr. Reiter offers  a radical new way of thinking about our 
democratic future, our ecological survival, and ways to keep economies 
fair.  
 
In 2020, protest Movements ranging from COVID-19 and Black Lives Matter 
stand up against the current order, but they have no viable vision for a better 
future. According to The New York Times, the protests due to the deaths and 
economic decline from COVID-19, in addition to racial brutality of George 
Floyd, Breonna Taylor and with many others peaked when half a million 
people turned out in nearly 550 places across the United States. These 
figures would make these protests the largest movement in the country’s 
history, according to interviews with scholars and crowd-counting experts. 
Not to mention, the fluctuation of climate change.  Six in 10 Americans are 
now either “alarmed" or “concerned” about climate change, a number that 
has more than doubled in the past five years, according to World WildLife.  
 
Legal Duty Upper Limits: How to Save Our Democracy and Planet From 
the Rich shows that adopting upper limits to wealth and income; 
replacing elections with local direct democracy and legal duty involving 
randomly selected citizens; and replacing welfare and redistribution 
policies with pre-distribution and reparations promises new solutions to 
political apathy, discontent, manipulation, economic inequality, 
unfairness, unequal opportunities, and looming ecological disaster. 
 
“Most public debates today focus on the poor, minorities, and immigrants 
when discussing the problems of our democracies, however; they are not our 
problem,” stated Reiter. “ They have no say in designing the kinds of systems 
that threaten our planet, our wellbeing, and our social and communal lives. 
They consume very little and thus have a minimal ecological footprint. It is 
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the super-rich who threaten justice, fairness, equal opportunity, and 
ecological sustainability,” he continued. 
 
With the recent political election that lasted days with tallying each vote, 
Legal Duty Upper Limits: How to Save Our Democracy and Planet From 
the Rich elaborates how the current electoral college is no longer a 
constructive force in American politics  and also discusses how to protect 
fairness and equal opportunity in the United States in order to protect our 
environment for a sustained future. 
 
“This is a very timely book, as the awareness of the crises of representative 
democracy and capitalism are growing worldwide, along with the awareness 
to effectively address the ecological crisis. However, no pervasive solutions 
have been proposed so far – which is what this book seeks to do,” states 
Reiter. 
 
 

### 
 

Bernd Reiter is a political scientist and professor at Texas Tech University. He served as the director of 
the Institute for the Study of Latin America and the Caribbean at the University of South Florida, and 
he is the editor of Routledge’s Decolonizing the ClassicsSpecial Book Series. Before joining academia, 

he worked as a social worker and NGO consultant in Brazil and in Colombia.  He earned his PhD in 
comparative politics from the City University of New York’s Graduate Center and has been a visiting 

scholar in Germany, Brazil, Colombia, and Spain. His work focuses on democracy, race, and 
decolonization. His publications include The Dialectics of Citizenship (2013), Bridging Scholarship and 

Activism (2014), The Crisis of Liberal Democracy and the Path Ahead(2017), and Constructing the 
Pluriverse (2018).  
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